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Hi, I'm Pete, some of you may know me as "the wub" on-wiki. I'm working on a project
to improve Wikipedia's help pages.

The trouble with help pages
● Too long (e.g. Wikipedia:Citing sources is 8145 words)
● Widely varying in complexity
● Accumulated lots of cruft over time
● Navigation is poor

Wikipedia's become a rather complex place, so having good help documentation is
essential if we want to attract and retain users. Sadly I'm sure a lot of people are
aware that our help pages are not the greatest in the world. There's a number of
problems:
* They're just too long. So "Wikipedia:Citing sources" is one of the most viewed of all
help pages, and it's over 8000 words long. And that's not an isolated example, there
are loads of these.
* Widely varying complexity. So if you're a new user who wants to learn what the "edit
summary" box is for, you're probably not interested in precisely which MediaWiki
message defines the autogenerated summary for page blanking. But we're going to
tell you.
* We've accumulated a lot of cruft over time. I kid you not, I found a Help page a few
weeks ago which was just about how to draw chemical structures in ASCII art. *click*
So I thought, that's quaint, it's from 2003, obviously things were a bit different then.
And I checked everywhere, and with the people at WikiProject Chemicals, and it turns
out ASCII art was *never* encouraged. This was just some random page, telling you
how to do something against all guidelines, which had always been against all
guidelines. So that *click* got deleted.
* Navigation is poor. One thing people complain about, is they find a useful page
once, but then can't find it again. And I'm sure you've seen people just putting links on
their userpage, building their own navigation, so they don't lose them.
* Fragmentation & duplication. 4 pages about how to do tables.

What does the current
help system look like?
(and that's not all of it)

(Thanks to Ironholds for the image)

So what does the current help system look like?
*click*
Something like this. Each of these nodes is a page, and the lines are showing the
main links between them.
Thanks to Oliver for making this image, he tells me it almost broke his computer.

Many different entry points
● Search
● Help link in sidebar
● Warnings and welcome messages
● Page templates

We have many different entry ways into this maze of help pages. *read*
And many different use cases too, some pages are really just aimed at readers, some
at new editors, some at experienced editors. But most are a jumble of all three.

Help:Contents
This gets 10,000 hits per day.

So if you click the "Help" link in the sidebar, which lots of people do, then this is what
you'll see. Help:Contents. And it really is just that, a contents page. There's no
welcome, no explanations of anything. Every time I look at this I find new things to
hate. Like "The Wikipedia community - Submit or debate a proposal". What does that
even mean? And it actually links to things like the Signpost, which have nothing to do
with proposals.
The only verbose bit is the tip of the day, which if you're lucky might be useful and not
hopelessly outdated. If it's November 10th, sorry you get an explanation of "how to
search Wikipedia using Lycos". But even when it's a great tip, it's probably not what
you were looking for when you clicked on help.
There's some links to good stuff up here *wave at top box* but most people don't
notice them.
So if you're new, presumably the obvious place to go is "Getting started - an
introduction". *click*

That's not an introduction. That's several introductions, and several other things, and
no explanations.

What do users think?
We did a survey. Full results at https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Wikipedia:Help_Project/June_2012_survey

Split up responders by edit count (0, 1-10, 11-100, 100-1000, 1000+)
Most popular topics among newbies:
How to edit a page
How to start a new page
Worst rated topics:
How to add references
How to add images

So you can probably tell by now that I don't like the help pages. But what do the
people using them think?
Well we just finished a big survey, getting the thoughts of users across the spectrum,
from 0 edits to thousands of edits.
I don't have time to go over all the results, but you can see them here if you're so
inclined.
The most popular topics, among newbies at least, are unsurprisingly "how to edit" and
"how to start a new page about my awesome band". What *is* surprising is that
people rate the help on these topics as ok. It's still not great, but it's better than the
others.
The things people really don't like the help on, are how to add references, and how to
add images. And that's fairly consistent across all experience ranges.

"I was helped by people, not help pages"
Survey showed that experienced editors love asking questions on another
user's talk page. But newbies aren't really aware that's an option
New warning messages should help
Old:
Hello, and welcome to Wikipedia. Although everyone is invited to contribute, at least one of your
recent edits, such as the one you made to Science, did not appear to be constructive and has been
reverted or removed. Please use the sandbox for any test edits you would like to make, and read the
welcome page to learn more about contributing constructively to this encyclopedia. Thank you. Jimbo
New:
Hello, I'm Jimbo. I wanted to let you know that I undid one of your recent edits, such as the one you
made to Science with this edit, because it didn’t appear constructive to me. If you think I made a
mistake, or if you have any questions, you can leave me a message on my talk page. Thanks, Jimbo

[[Help:Introduction to talk pages]]

An aside: this was one of my absolute favourite quotes from the survey. "I was helped
by people, not help pages"
One of the clearest findings in the survey is that experienced editors love the results
they get from asking questions on another user's talk page. But newbies aren't really
aware that's an option. And the same is true to a lesser extent of asking questions at
the Help Desk, or in IRC.
So I think that one thing that will improve this is the new user warning messages that
are hopefully being brought in, as they all very prominently say "any questions, leave
me a message on my talk page."
But if you're new to Wikipedia, just how to use a talk page is confusing. It's not like
any other website. So I found this page: Introduction to talk pages.

Modular, images, clear flow, few links elsewhere

Now this is, in my view, a good help page. There's screenshots. It's got a clear flow,
where to go next. There aren't links all over the place to distract you. It doesn't cover
anything too complicated.
There's actually a few pages like this, called "Help:Introduction to..."

So what are you doing about it?
Improving existing Wikipedia:Help Project, trying to catalyse community work.
(Please join!)
Preparing a new set of "Introductions"
Referencing
Images
Orientation
(searching, namespaces etc. Help new users "get their bearings")
Link these together with others to be more easily found.

Entirely revamp Help:Contents, moving it from a bare index to a central starting
point for those seeking help, whatever their experience level
All these changes to be backed with usability testing.

So what am I doing to fix the help system?
Well I definitely can't do it on my own. There is an existing WikiProject devoted to help
pages, but it was kind of dormant. I've put a lot of effort into getting that more active,
and hopefully it can carry on the work after my fellowship ends.
There's a monthly newsletter letting people know what's going on, and what I'm
working on. If you're at all interested in fixing the help pages, you should join up.
I said that I like the "Introduction to..." pages. So I'm working on more like those (with
some slight tweaks to the design). They're great for this project because they're
designed to be modular, and self-contained, and they can exist for newbies in parallel
to the current pages. The topics I'm focusing on are those where the evidence is that
it's most needed. Referencing. Images. And Orientation, which is kind of vague so far,
and I'm not sure about the title, but it will cover things like searching, the links in the
sidebar etc.)
Then we need to make the shiny new pages easy to find. So there's going to be a
central page for newbies where all these modules are linked from. And they'll all have
an overarching navigation system, something like this.
Then once that's done, and hopefully we've built up a bit of momentum and proven
this can work, tackle the big one: Help:Contents. I really want to move it from a simple
index, to a central starting point for people seeking help, whatever their experience
level. And to link things like the Help Desk more prominently.

And a big part of my work is backing all this up with usability testing. Getting real
people to sit down in front of the current help pages, and the new help pages, and see
how they cope.

Questions?

Okay that's all. Any questions?

